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AfriSam’s range of superior quality cement products is specifi cally designed to meet all 
your building and construction needs. With each of our products made fi t for purpose, 
they deliver enhanced performance and durability to ensure the highest quality output. 
Our unparalleled technical support will provide peace of mind to ensure that you can 
build your reputation on ours. Don’t compromise, choose the best cement for your project. 
Ask for AfriSam.
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WINDOW TYPES
The impact of windows on architecture can be 
underestimated. While their primary purpose is to 
provide natural light, ventilation, and protection from 
the elements like rain and wind, they contribute to the 
character of a house like visually connecting spaces. 
Windows can slide, lift, drop, swing or be fixed. Certain 
architectural styles consistently use specific materials 
and types of windows to help define their aesthetic. 
Imagine, for example, a window in a colonial house 
versus one in modern design…. they are very different.

Modern windows are designed to be more energy 
efficient as a lot of heat or cold is lost through the 
windows, not only in the frame but more particularly in 
the glazing. Making the choice even more important 
depending on the style of window and design of the 
building. 
 
A window has an outer frame, a sash which is the 
opening part and glazing. A sash is defined as a 
surround for glazing; it fits into the window frame and 
can be hinged, sliding or fixed.

•  A sash should not be confused with a sash window, 
which is a frame with two sashes that open by 
sliding vertically. Both have sash balances or 
traditional sash weights so that the sashes are easy 
to push up and stay in position at any height.

•  A horizontally sliding sash window is a 
sliding window.

Steel window frames
Steel has been the most commonly used material 
in the manufacture of windows in the past and has 
remained one of the oldest forms of manufacture. 
Years ago, all the steel window manufacturers 
in South Africa, got together to standardize their 
products. Now every steel window manufactured has 
the same product code, same size of manufacture, 
no matter who the manufacturer is. Residential 
windows are available in either an affordable light 
duty F7 section or manufactured in accordance with 
SABS specifications in FX7. All frames are coated as 
part of the manufacturing process in a one shop coat 
red oxide primer or available as hot dip galvanized or 
pre-galvanized.

Steel windows are manufactured in various 
configurations and in full pane or small pane:

• Side hung 
• Top hung
• Industrial type and horizontal pivot

A range of coupling mullions and transoms are 
available for joining standard windows together 
to form composite units. Frames are supplied with 
handles, hinges and stays (furniture), all in mild steel 
with the handles and stays being brass-plated, which 
can be specified to include solid brass or chromium 
plated fittings. 

There are new generation steel products available 
that use glazing beads with rubber gaskets similar to 
that of aluminium windows.

Glazing is not included with the supplied window and 
is installed using putty, and usually after plastering has 
been completed.

Steel frames are manufactured with lugs that are built 
into the brickwork. Steel frames must be painted once 
glazed, generally using a primer and top/final coat. 
Steel windows require on-going maintenance and 
painting.

Most manufacturers have a standard catalogue 
offering different types, shapes and sizes
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WHAT GOES INTO IT MATTERS. 

RUNNING A TIGHT SHIP. 
MEETING TIGHTER DEADLINES. 
QUALITY CONCRETE.
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Typical steel window frame
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Wooden windows
Wooden windows are also referred to as Timber 
windows. Wooden windows have been in existence 
for hundreds of years, made from a variety of different 
types of wood. With the cost of many hardwoods 
having increased substantially over the years, the 
most commonly used timber in South Africa is meranti, 
most of which comes from Southeast Asia. The wood 
needs to be dried using is a kiln (a chamber through 
which warm air passes); the high temperature kills 
fungus and borers. Timber is a natural material that 
reacts to the environment; the quality of wood used 
to manufacture windows is therefore critical. 

The quality of wooden windows is not only related to 
the wood used but, also the fittings like hinges and 
handles. The profile of the wooden frame relates to 
size and shape of the different sections in a window 
frame. These sections and sizes may vary from one 
manufacturer to the next.

Timber windows are manufactured in various 
configurations and in full pane or small pane:

• Side hung 
• Top hung 
• Vertical sliding sash 
• Mock Sash 
• Sliding - Full pane and small pane
• Sliding Folding
•  Made to specification - Special window sizes and 

shapes like round tops are very common when 
using timber. Many manufacturers provide this 
service over and above their standard ranges, with 
some only manufacturing specials. 

All wooden windows must be sealed prior to 
installation, which includes the top, bottom and sides 
of the frame, preventing moisture from entering the 
wood. There are various sealers available that can 
used on wooden windows. Using a cheap product 
doesn’t make sense; use a reputable manufacturer 
and make use of their online and in-store services. 
Wooden windows require ongoing maintenance and 
resealing.

Typical wooden window

Aluminium windows
The main use of aluminium in building is the fabrication 
of windows, doors, and shop fronts. Aluminium is an 
extremely durable material. Profiles and extrusions are 
available in different performance classes; A0 and A1 
are commonly used for residential use, Aluminium is 
corrosion resistant which makes aluminium windows 
virtually maintenance free. The frame must be kept 
clean to prevent corrosive material settling on the 
surface of the frame.

Finishes
•  Aluminium can be powder coated in a variety of 

colours, which don’t fade, in a way that enhances 
the corrosion and abrasion resistance of the metal. 
Powder coating is available in selected thicknesses 
between 50 and 100 microns.

•  Anodized windows are chemically stained, leaving 
a metallic finish in either natural or bronze.

•  Grades AA 20 (exterior) and 25 (coastal exterior) 
anodizing are available.

•  Plastic wrapping can also be fitted as a finish, 
giving it a textured look– such as wood; this is 
however the most expensive type of finish.

Aluminium windows are manufactured in various 
configurations 
• Side hung 
• Top hung 
• Sliding 
• Sliding Folding
•  Made to specification - Standard sizes are 

available from a number of manufacturers but 
custom sizes are made with final measuring on site 
done before manufacture.
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Typical Aluminium window 

Typical uPVC window

uPVC WINDOWS
uPVC was first used to manufacture windows in 
Europe 60 years ago and is now the most used 
material in windows and doors. Recently there has 
been a rapid increase in the use of uPVC in South 
Africa. uPVC windows perform well when complying 
with energy efficiency regulations.

uPVC Frames are fabricated with a purpose-made 
sealed reinforcing chamber where galvanised steel 
is inserted to create a ridged and sturdy frame. The 
outer frame and sashes are heat welded to form a 
strong weatherproof frame. The sash and glazing 
sections are sealed with purpose-made multiple 
sealed gaskets which provide a weather resistant and 
dust proof environment.

The glazing rebate can accommodate either single 
glazing or double glazing. uPVC has a low carbon 
footprint and is easily recycled.

uPVC windows can be provided with a wide range of 
fittings from simple cockspur handles to high security 
multipoint built-in locks.

(Picture - Courtesy Action Glass & Aluminium)

The windows have a smooth finish, are easy to clean 
and maintain. They won‘t rot, warp or corrode 
and never need re-painting or coating. The only 
maintenance required is an occasional wipe down 
and lubrication of the locks.

Finishes
• Standard white
• Woodgrain foil/wrap
• Painted colour application

uPVC windows are manufactured in various 
configurations
• Open out casement systems
• Open in tilt and turn systems
• Horizontal sliding
• Fold-away
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WHAT GOES INTO IT MATTERS. 

UNWAVERING DEDICATION. 
IMMEASURABLE PRIDE. 
QUALITY CEMENT.
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Windows and Doors

ALUMINIUM
WOOD
UPVC
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